
Norms @ HCA
~Be here and be present
~Value and honor everyone
~Give grace and show
compassion
~Be supportive
~Flexibility for the WIN!
~See a need, fill a need!

Norms are collectively agreed

upon expectations that move the

entire team in a direction of

mutual respect with a focus on

relationships and reaching our full

potential as learners (learners

include everyone that is connected

to the team that is creating and

benefiting from the norms).

(Taylor, 2021)

Norm, also called Social Norm,

rule or standard of behavior

shared by members of a social

team. ... Norms are more specific

than values or ideals: honesty is a

general value, but the rules

defining what is honest behavior in

a particular situation are norms.

W H A T  A R E  N O RM S ?

R O L ES  OF  TH E

F A C I L IT ATOR
As the facilitator of the team, you should ask

yourself, “Does the team understand what is

expected? What evidence tells me that the team

understands and values the norms? Or, is the team

presenting evidence that the norms are unclear? If

so, how can the team regroup and reestablish

norms?” This is a normal part of the norm setting

process and will be necessary from time to time.

D R I V I NG  F ORCE  

F OR  N OR M  SETT I NG

The facilitator should use the following quote

as a driving force in this work. 

Clear is kind. 

Unclear is unkind. 
(Brene Brown, 2018)

Collective Leadership Begins with Norms!



The facilitator explains norms. (see definition

on the front)

Collectively establish norms (see HCA's

example on the front)

Collectively discuss explicit examples of

each norm. example- "Our first norm is 'Be

respectful,' what does that look like?"

The facilitator commits to publicly and

privately affirming norms. "I love that you

are maintaining eye contact with me when I

am speaking." "Thank you for adhering to our

norms." (Ideally, each norm should receive

two affirmations per gathering.)

 Norms are a part of the daily language and

are flexible and evolving.  
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Next steps 

for your

organization!


